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MODELS AND ALGORITHMS FOR PROCESSING OF FUZZY INFORMATION  
 

 Zaiats V.M., Majewski J., Marciniak T., Rybytska ., Zaiats .M. Models and algorithms for processing of 
fuzzy information. Methods and algorithms for the solution of applied problems of processing of statistical information on the 
basis of the theory of fuzzy integrals and blurry logic are proposed. The developed approaches provide a good choice of 
belonging function, the criterion of likelihood and fuzzy measure based on the knowledge and intuition of the expert. It is 
substantiated the expediency of using declarative programming languages for the processing of statistical information. 

Keywords: fuzzy information; fuzzy set; blurry logic; belonging function; criterion of likelihood; declarative 
programming languages. 
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I. Formulation of the problem. The problems of mathematical and computer modeling today lie, in 
particular, in the inappropriateness of clear logic and task model with clearly defined input parameters in 
cases where, for some reason, there are contradictions, uncertainty or lack of clarity of information about 
the object under study , system or phenomenon [1, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13-17]. 

Uncertainty is known to arise because of the lack of knowledge relating to a particular event [2]. 
She is present to the experiment. Mathematical models for information uncertainty objects are based on 
the probability theory, the theory of opportunities, measures of confidence, fuzzy logic and several others. 

The phenomenon of fuzziness arises in the process of combining into one whole of objects, which 
have a common property: 

 
 

where x - all the elements of a certain universal set . 
Given  that  there  are  always  elements  in  the  reality  that  it  is  unclear  whether  they  possess  the  

specified  property  or  not,  it  is  not  a  plural  in  the  classical  sense.  Any  attempt  to  interpret  the  general  
description leads to fuzzy concepts, since the exact description contains an excess of details. Increasing 
the accuracy of the description leads to an increase in the amount of information, the content of which 
decreases until the time when the accuracy and meaningfulness do not become mutually exclusive. For 
the first time, L.A. Zadeh [3] stressed the need for uncertainty for the transmission of content. It was the 
ideas of this American scientist give pushed for the development of "fuzzy mathematics" [4], which, 
along with the apparatus of fuzzy sets, contains other methods of work with uncertainty. 

The application of the theory of fuzzy sets and measures is a step towards the convergence of the 
precision of classical mathematics with a false inaccuracy of the environment, an attempt to overcome the 
linguistic barrier between a person whose judgment and evaluation are approximate and fuzzy with 
technical means (by software), which can only carry out precise instructions [5]. 
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II. Analyses of last researches and aim of work. A device that allows you to work with fuzzy logic, 
blurred" parameters of models, is a Fuzzy-technology device [1-3, 8]. The Fuzzy-Technology division has 
some kind of expert systems [5, 6]. 

Fuzzy output systems are designed to implement the fuzzy output process and serve as a conceptual 
basis for all modern fuzzy logic. Fuzzy output systems allow you to solve the tasks of automated control, 
data classification, image recognition, decision-making, and many others. 

Linguistic variables extend the ability to represent knowledge. They are determined by fuzzy sets, 
whose values are determined by functions of fidelity. Affiliation functions can be obtained through expert 
assessments [6], or by analysing fuzzy clusters. According to [6], fuzzy expert systems can be 
implemented when the cost of obtaining accurate information, that is, information in absolute terms, 
exceeds the maximum revenue from the restructuring of a model or is practically impossible. 

It is known that the initial stage of constructing artificial intelligence on the basis of the use of natural 
language is based on ambiguous logic and the mechanism of output with rigid rules. First-generation 
expert systems work on the following set of rules: 

 
If  X it belongs Ak, then Yk it belongs Ck  
were k = 1, … , N. 
 
Here, there is a set of exact numerical or symbolic values that can be linguistic meanings of linguistic 

variables. 
At present, in expert systems, productive models are the most used formalism for representing 

knowledge 
 

"If A, then B". 
 
The second generation of expert systems has at least two peculiarities: fuzzy representation of 

knowledge and fuzzy calculations. One of the most common tasks of logical output in the conditions of 
fuzziness can be formulated as follows 

 
Given (fuzzy) production rule "If A then B". 
Observed A '(A to some extent). What should be ? 
 

After obtaining a fuzzy set of conclusions, we find a specific numerical means (conducting dephasing). 
The purpose of this work is to develop a fuzzy data analysis algorithm, which consists of creating a 

fuzzy set of data model, creating a fuzzy knowledge data base model and selecting the membership 
functions for the purpose of effective classification of data and their statistical processing. 
III. Building models with blurry logic. Consider an object with one output and type inputs 

 
),,...,,( 21 nxxxfy                                                                      (1) 

 
where x1 … . xn - the set of values of input variables; y - output variable. 

For construct a mathematical model on the basis of establishing the relationship between input and 
output variables in accordance with experimental data we shell make the operation of pacification and 
quantitative and qualitative variables are translated into linguistic terms. 

 

                                                                           (2) 

                                                                                                         (3) 

 

where ,i iu u - the smallest and the highest possible value y of the variable ;  ix ,y y - the smallest and 
the highest possible value of the output variable y. 
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To solve the problem (1) it is necessary to apply a method of making a decision by means of which 
a fixed vector of input variables iin Uxxxxx ***

2
*
1

*   ,,...,, would unambiguously be placed in 

accordance with the solution Yy* . For the formal establishment of this dependence we shall consider 

the input nixi ,1  ,  and output parameters y as linguistic variables given on universal sets (2), (3). To 

evaluate linguistic variables nixi ,1  , , and y we will use qualitative terms from the following term 

sets: 1 2, , ..., ip
i i i iA a a a  term  -  set  of  input  variable nixi ,1  , ; mdddD ,...,, 21  term  -set  of  

output variable .y  
For the construction of term -sets, one can apply, for example, the method proposed in [16]. 
For each term of each linguistic variable, based on expert knowledge, the functions of membership 

(trapezoidal, triangular, rectangular, sinusoidal, parabolic, etc.) [5] are constructed based on expert 

knowledge, where ( )
p

ia x - the degree of belonging of the element ix U to  the  term  

,  1, ;  1, ;    jdp
i i ia A i n p p y of the measure of the membership of the element y to the term 

.,1 , mjDd j  
The definition of linguistic estimates of variables and the functions of membership necessary for their 

formalization is the first stage in the construction of a fuzzy model of the object being studied. In the 
literature on fuzzy logic, he received the name of the phasing of variables (English fuzzification) [8]. 
IV. Approach to building Models of Fuzzy Knowledge Bases. The next step is to create a base of fuzzy 
knowledge. Let the object (8) know the rules that connect its inputs and output using vectors such as: 

 
,.......1 mj kkkN                                                               (4) 

where jk the number of experimental data corresponding to the same value jd of  the  term-set  of  the  
output variable y; m -  the  total  number  of  terms  of  the  output  variable,  and  in  the  general  case  

....1 mkk  
We will assume that the number of available experimental data 1 2 ... ,nN p p p is less than the total 

overview of various combinations of possible terms of input variables ,  1, .ip i n . Then the knowledge 
base is a table formed according to the following rules: 

1. The table's size ( 2),N n is equal to the number of columns 2n and N the number of rows; 
2. Each row of the matrix - a combination of input variables assigned by the expert to one of the 

possible values of the term-set of the output variable y.  In  this  case,  the first  1k lines correspond to the 
value of the output variable ,1dy the following 2k lines - the value 2dy , etc., and the last mk lines - 

the value ;mdy  

3. The first n columns of the matrix correspond to the input variables ;,1 , nixi )1(n -st - the 

weight of the rule ,,1  ,,1  , jjp kpmjW )2(n -nd  -  the  value  jd of the output term-set of the 

variable ,,1  , mjy corresponding to the combination of values in the first )1(n columns. 
4. The element located at the intersection of the i-th column and the jp-line corresponds to the linguistic 

evaluation of the parameter ix in the row of knowledge matrix with the number jp.  In  this  case,  the  

linguistic assessment jp
ia  is chosen with the term-set corresponding to the variable ,ix i.e. 

.,1  ;,1  ;,1  , ji
jp

i kpmjniAa  
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Table 1. General view of the fuzzy knowledge base 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When an expert creates linguistic rules such as "IF THING" that form the basis of fuzzy knowledge 
about a particular object, the expert's confidence in each rule may be different. If one rule in the opinion 
of an expert can serve as an undeniable truth, then according to another rule in the same expert there may 
be some doubts. 

In order to reflect these different degrees of confidence in the base of fuzzy knowledge, the weighting of 
the rules is introduced - these are numbers from the interval [0, 1], which characterize the expert's 
confidence in each specific rule chosen by him to make a decision. The general view of the knowledge 
base is given in Table. 1. 

After building the knowledge base, you need to carefully check in Table 1 the presence of opposite 
lines of content, that is, rules that the same input variables have different output values. The introduced 

Number 

Incoming 

combination 

Input variables Weig

ht 

Outpu

t 

variable 

1x  2x  ...... ix
 

nx
 

w  y  

11 11
1a  11

2a  
11
ia  

11
na  11w   

 

1d  
12 12

1a  
12
2a  

12
ia  

12
na  12w  

… … … … … … 

11k  11
1

ka
 

11
2
ka

 

11k
ia  

11k
na

 
11kw

 

… … … … … … … 

1j  1
1
ja  

1
2
ja  

1j
ia  

1j
na  1jw

 
 

 

jd
 

2j  2
1
ja

 

2
2
ja

 

2j
ia  

2j
na

 
2jw

 

… … … … … … 

jjk
 

jjka1

 

jjka2

 

jjk
ia  

jjk
na

 
jjkw
 

… … … … … … … 

1m  1
1
ma

 

1
2
ma

 

1m
ia  

1m
na

 
1mw  

 

 

md  2m  2
1
ma

 

2
2
ma

 

2m
ia  

2m
na

 
2mw  

… … … … … … 

mmk  
mmka1

 

mmka2
 

mmk
ia  

mmk
na

 
mmkw
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matrix of knowledge defines a system of logical utterances such as "YES - THEN, OTHER", which 
associate the values of input variables with one of the possible output values :,1  , mjd j  

 
IF 11

11 ax  AND 11
22 ax  AND…AND 11

nn ax  (with weight 11w ), 

OR 12
11 ax  AND 12

22 ax  AND … AND 12
nn ax  (with weight 12w ), 

OR … 

AND 11
11

kax  AND 11
22
kax  AND … AND 11k

nn ax  (with weight
11kw ), 

THEN  ,1dy  OTHER 

IF 21
11 ax  AND 21

22 ax  AND … AND 21
nn ax  (with weight 21w ), 

OR …………………………..……………….. 

OR 22
11

kax  AND 22
22

kax  AND … AND 22k
nn ax  (with weight

22kw ), 

THEN ,2dy  OTHER … 

IF 1
11
max  AND 1

22
max  AND … AND 1m

nn ax  (with weight 1mw ), 
OR …………………………………………….. 

OR mmkax 11  AND mmkax 22  AND … AND mmk
nn ax  (with weight 

mmkw ),    THEN  .mdy  

 
A similar system of logical expressions is called a fuzzy knowledge base. Using the operations  (OR) 

and  (AND) described system of logical statements can be rewritten in a more compact form: 
 

.,1  ,
1 1

mjdyax j

k

p

n

i

jp
ii

j

                                        (5) 

 
Thus, the input relation (1), which establishes the connection between the input parameters and the 

output variable, is formalized in the form of a system of fuzzy logical statements (5) based on the created 
matrix of knowledge. The rules for   fuzzy considered of the described system, in which the degree of 
truth is different from zero, named active. 

In [10], a method is proposed to use fuzzy logic equations that are based on a knowledge matrix or 
isomorphic system of logical expressions (5) and allow us to calculate the values of the membership 
function of the output variable for the fixed values of the inputs of the object. 

Linguistic estimates jp
ia  of  the  variables  ,,...1 nxx contained in the logical statements (5) will be 

considered as fuzzy sets defined on universal sets (2). We introduce the following notation: 

)( i
a x

jp
i  function-membership of parameter 

ix  to  fuzzy  term   

;,1  ,,1  ,,1  , j
jp

i kpmjnia n
d xxxj ,..., 21  function-membership vector of input variables nxxxx ,..., 21  

to term of the output variable .,1 , mjdy j  
Thus, we have two types of functions, the relationship between which is determined by the base of 

fuzzy knowledge (5), on the basis of which you can output a system of logical equations, which can be 
submitted in a compact form: 

 

;,.1  ,)(),...,,(
1121 mjxwxxx i

a
n

ijp

k

pn
d jp

i
j

j              (6) 
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where  logical «OR»;  logical « ». 
The decision },,...,,{ 21

*
mdddDd that corresponds to a fixed vector of the values of input 

variables * * * *
1 2, ,..., nx x x x will be carried out in accordance with the following algorithm constructed 

using the apparatus of the fuzzy (blurry) logic [10]: 
1. The possible range of change of controlled parameters will determined, a knowledge base is created 

with the use of expert data and a system of fuzzy logic equations is derived (6). 
2. The vector of the values of the input variables * * * *

1 2, ,..., nx x x x  is fixed. 
3. We specifies the function - membership of fuzzy term for different controlled parameters. 

4. Using logical equations (6), the values of many parametric functions membership ),....,,( **
2

*
1 n

d xxxj of 
vector X for all values mjd j ,1  , of the output variable y are  calculated.  In  this  case,  the  logical  
operations  (OR) and   (AND) over the membership functions are replaced by the operations max and 
min: 
 

)],(),(max[)()( baba                                                 (7) 
)].(),(min[)()( baba                                                   (8) 

 
That is, first find the minimum values of belonging functions in each rule, and then among them they 
choose the highest value of the membership function among all rules for each value, which corresponds to 

the original variable y. Thus, the conclusion is made that the origin variable belongs y to a term ,*
jd whose 

membership function is maximal. 
The proposed algorithm uses the idea of identifying the linguistic term by the maximum of 

membership function and generalizes this approach to the entire knowledge matrix. The computational 
part of this algorithm is easily realized by simply applying operations max and min. 

To obtain a clear number ],[ yy from an interval that corresponds to a fuzzy value of the output 

variable, it is necessary to apply a dephasing operation. This clear number y can be determined, for 
example, by the center of gravity method: 

 

Max

Min

Max

Min

dyy

dyyy
y

)(

)(
*                                            (9) 

 
Obviously, to implement the described approach to the processing of fuzzy information it is 

advisable to use declarative programming languages. These include Lisp, Prolog or their modifications 
depending on a specific objective problem) [13-15], since they are most successfully adapted for the 
realization  of  functions  of  the  form  (2),  (3),  (5)  -  (9)  which  can  be  both  analytic,  so  and  descriptive  
(functional, logic rules, fuzzy sets). Such software allows solving tasks related to qualitative recognition 
and analysis of complex structures (handwriting recognition, handwriting, psychophysiological state of 
the person, construction and analysis of storage systems, processing, information security, automated 
proofing of the theorems, environmental monitoring and decision-making, social protection and economic 
development). 
V. Results of numerical Analysis. Note that results computer modeling and numerical experiments a 
proud efficient applied described methods and algorithms to analysis fuzzy information.   

In particular, the task of analyzing the efficiency of the pharmaceutical turnover of a 
pharmaceutical company under conditions of limited financing and short terms on the supply of goods 
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was considered. This approach proved to be effective, since it allows not only to minimize company 
expenses, but also to track the dynamics of turnover throughout the operating period. 

One can propose a different approach to processing large volumes of fuzzy data under conditions 
of incomplete certainty of the vector of input variables (primary characteristics). The essence of the 
approach is based on conducting a simulation of the behavior of the investigated system and an expert 
assessment of the complementation of the existing knowledge base with new informative data and the 
establishment of the vector of input characteristics. Obviously, such an approach is iterative and it is 
necessary to take care of the convergence of the calculation process to achieve the goal with minimal cost 
and limited error. 

When dealing with non-physical data in artificial intelligence problems, the construction of 
recognition systems, expert systems, medical and parametric diagnostics, the creation of logical-linguistic 
models, the most successfully adapted declarative programming languages. The logical statements and 
functional-logical dependencies provide the opportunity to describe the problem with fuzzy formulated 
data and obtaining solutions in the form of logical sequences, new functional dependences or probabilistic 
characteristics with definite mathematical  hope and dispersion of the input signal. Ultimately, the initial 
vector of primary attributes should be refined, which will ensure reliable processing of fuzzy data. 
VI. Conclusion and perspective forward researches.  In the work, the authors proposed approaches to 
the processing of fuzzy information in the conditions of incomplete definition of the vector of input 
characteristics, which are based on the theory of fuzzy sets and measures, the construction of membership 
functions and the application of languages declarative programming. 

The further development of the proposed approaches can be achieved by conducting statistical 
studies of specific application problems related to the need to assess both the quantity and value of 
information based on a figurative approach and theories of fuzzy sets. 

The proposed approach is advisable to use in applied problems whose mathematical description is 
difficult or completely impossible. This approach will contribute to the development, in fact, of the 
methods of recognition theory and identification, processing of blurry data and the theory of information 
and coding. 
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